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All of the titles were similar, and the contents were extremely clear.  

The Lycantroops of the Western Warzone actually had missiles aimed at Kiyot
o. As long as Andrius, the Wolf King, gave the order, Kiyoto would turn into rui
ns in an instant.  

Patter!  

Beads of sweat dripped down from Registus‘ forehead.  

“Andrius! Don’t be impulsive. Impulsiveness is the devil!” Registus forced out 
an extremely ugly smile, and his words gushed out like a barrage. 
“This is Kiyoto of Florence. You don’t want it to be destroyed, right?  

So…  

“Let’s sit down and talk about this! Don’t get too angry. It’s bad for your body! 
Don’t you agree, Andrius?”  

At that moment, there was no trace of the calmness and ease that Registus h
ad earlier.  

All beings were equal before death. Even if he was the emperor, he could only
 experience one missile in  

his life.  

“Talk about it?” Andrius stared at Registus and sneered. “Why didn’t you say t
hat we should talk about it when I gave you a chance earlier? Why didn’t you 
cherish it? Do you have to be targeted by missiles to  

feel fear?”  

Registus paled.  



Ever since he ascended to the throne as the Emperor of Florence, this was th
e first time he was feeling so pathetic. It was his first time lowering his head an
d submitting.  

However, he had no choice. Those in high positions, especially those who ca
me from wealthy families, valued their lives the most. Registus was 
no different.  

He suppressed the urge to curse and said with a smile, “Andrius, I admit that I
 went too far earlier. I can retract the order to arrest your master. However…  

“The incident that year that annihilated the noble families in Kiyoto had a great
 impact. As the Emperor, I must investigate it thoroughly. Otherwise, I would b
e letting my subjects down!”  

That was Registus’s bottom line. As the Emperor, he could not keep retreating
.  

Andrius frowned and said, “I’ll personally investigate this matter and give you 
an explanation, as well as clear my master’s name.”  

A sinister look flashed in Registus‘ eyes when he heard those words.  

He pretended to empathize, “Andrius, as the Wolf King with high status and p
ower, it would be inconvenient for you 
to get involved in the events of that year. Unless…”  

Andrius raised his brows. “Unless what?”  

“Unless you step down as the Wolf King.”  

That was Registus‘ ultimate goal.  

The two Warzone masters and the six War Gods all perked up their ears.  

The Wolf King’s title as a king was not a good thing to everyone present Andri
us‘ stature was too high. In Registus‘ view, Andrius was powerful enough to s
hake him.  

Take this incident, for example.  



If the person he wanted to arrest was the master of one of the four Warzone 
Masters or the six War Gods, they would not have acted as crazily 
and wildly as Andrius.  

However, Andrius 
massacred his way to the palace. That made Registus, who already felt threat
ened, even more anxious to strip Andrius of the title of the Wolf King.  

Everyone waited for Andrius to respond. They all thought that he 
would not easily agree to that request.  

However…  

“No problem!” Andrius agreed and said in a low voice, “I’ll investigate what ha
ppened that year within six  

months.  

“In these six months, I hope that you won’t have any more thoughts about my 
master. Otherwise, don’t blame me for attacking Kiyoto!”  

After saying that, Andrius left the palace.  

“Hahahaha…” When Andrius‘ figure disappeared, Registus could not help but 
burst into laughter, sounding  

wanton and carefree!  

He had waited too long for this moment!  

“Pass down the order! From 
today onward, Andrius Moonshade is no longer the Wolf King of the Western r
egion. The Lycantroops will be handed over to the Second War God! 
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After leaving the Forbidden Palace, Andrius received a 
video call from the Lycantroops when he was on his way to the airport.  



“Wolf King!”  

“Wolf King, what happened?”  

“Wolf King, we just received an order from Kiyoto that you’ll no longer serve 
as the Wolf King, and that the Second War God will take over us. Is that true?”
  

“Wolf King, the Second War God has already sent someone to the Lycantroop
s headquarters. The Lycantroops are confronting him now. Please give us 
your orders!”  

As soon as the video was connected, the top brass of the Lycantroops anxiou
sly asked about the situation. They were angry, anxious, hesitant, and tearful!  

This group of iron–
blooded soldiers who were indomitable and unyielding, whose will was as firm
 as a rock, unexpectedly shed tears at this moment–
all because of the eternal leader in their hearts.  

The Lycantroops….  

It was not the Lycantroops that completed the Wolf King. It was the Wolf King 
who created the Lycantroops!  

They admired Andrius from their hearts!  

“It’s true.”  

Andrius felt touched, and his 
tone was very heavy. He glanced at all the familiar faces. He had had a thrillin
g past with all of them. He was also very sad.  

However, he had to tell the truth.  

“Wolf King!”  

“Wolf King, why?”  

“Wolf King, the Second War God isn’t worthy to lead the Lycantroops!”  

“Wolf King, the Lycantroops can’t lose you!”  



The upper brass of the Lycantroops instantly teared up at Andrius‘ words. The
y all tried to persuade  

Andrius to come back.  

“You guys…”  

Andrius had already promised the emperor, and he was a man of his word. Th
us, he comforted them and said, “Listen to the arrangements of the higher–
ups for the time being. I’ll be back.”  

The Wolf King would come back!  

That sentence was like the 
most powerful tranquilizer which instantly made the men feel at ease.  

“We’ll be waiting for you, Wolf King!”  

“Wolf King, the Lycantroops are at your disposal. You just need to give us you
r word  

All the Lycantroops commanders in the video stood at attention and saluted A
ndrius respectfully  

“Remember.” Andrius returned the salute and instructed, “Even if I’m not with t
he Lycantroops, you all  

have to remember your missions and vows.”  

“Yes, sir!” the Lycantroops commanders shouted in unison. 
“The Lycantroops are supported by our  

beliefs. Our flesh and blood is a great wall. We will be worthy of heaven and e
arth, and we’ll live and die for Florence!”  

The chorus of voices resounded through the sky, filling the space between he
aven and earth.  

The subordinates of the Second War God who witnessed this scene were all d
eeply shaken. Their blood rushed inexplicably, and they were filled with awe  

In Sumeria, it was already past 2 a.m. when Andrius arrived.  



The gate of Dream’s 
Waterfront was already locked, so Andrius did not go over. He went straight to
 the Royal Gardens for the night.  

To his surprise, the light in the kitchen was still on.  

It was Halle. She was trying various late–night snack recipes.  

“Andrius…”  

Hearing the 
noise, Halle came out of the kitchen and was pleasantly surprised when she s
aw Andrius You’re just in time. Come try the midnight snacks I made!”  

After she spoke, she ran into the kitchen and brought out a bowl of seafood pa
sta.  

Andrius was hungry, so he dug in heartily.  

Halle sat across from him with her face in her hands. When she saw him eat s
o happily, she could not help but feel delighted as well, and a smile curled up 
on her mouth.  

“Andrius, let’s be together after you divorce Luna. When the time comes, I’ll co
ok for you every day!” 
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Andrius was instantly speechless.  

This woman still had intentions toward him.  

However, he had already stepped down as the Wolf King and had a task to do
.  

Furthermore…  

The matter this 
time involved Old Hagstorm. Even the Emperor of Florence was involved, sho
wing how serious it was. He would fall into a trap if he was not careful.  



It would not do Halle any good to be so close to him.  

At that thought, Andrius said bluntly, “Don’t mention that again in the future, M
s. Fullberry, and please don’t come here again either.”  

Halle’s mind was full of fantasies of living a happy life with Andrius in the futur
e.  

Andrius’s words were like dumping unmeltable ice into boiling water, instantly 
extinguishing her  

enthusiasm.  

“No!” Halle pouted and said stubbornly, “I’ll come in the future. I’ll come here e
very day. I’ll stay here and  

refuse to leave.”  

Andrius did not respond. He silently finished the pasta, then went inside and p
acked up Halle’s  

belongings.  

“Leave.”  

He brought the bag to the door.  

Seeing that Andrius was serious, Halle said angrily, “You’re so petty, Andrius! 
No one lives in this large villa anyway. Why can’t I stay here? Just let me live 
here!”  

Andrius shook his head. “No.”  

Then, he closed the door.  

“Damn it!”  

Halle stomped her foot in anger outside the door, but she had no choice but to
 leave.  

Early morning the next day, a group of soldiers arrived at the gate of the Royal
 Gardens.  



“Wolf King, we have come to visit especially under the orders of the First War 
God.”  

The First War God?  

Andrius was stunned for a long time when he saw this group of soldiers.  

“Andrius.”  

A clear voice sounded from behind.  

The soldiers parted ranks, and a figure emerged from within. He was the First 
War God, Conrad Gibbs.  

“Conrad, long time no see.” Andrius smiled.  

Of all the Warzone Masters and War Gods in Florence, he got along best with 
Conrad.  

It was why Conrad had given him the Royal Gardens when he first arrived in S
umenia.  
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“What the hell is going on?”  

Conrad already received the news, but he did not understand Andrius‘ behavi
or. “The Lycantroops are one of the most powerful forces in Florence, and the
y’re guarding an important part of the western region. Why did 
you suddenly step down?”  

“It’s a long story.” Andrius shook his head and brushed over the matter, saying
, “Speaking of which, I need a favor from you.”  

“Go ahead, Andrius!”  

Andrius said seriously, “I want your help in investigating the massacre that ha
ppened in Kiyoto 20 years  

ago!”  

A light flashed in Conrad’s sharp eyes. “You mean… the Kleins?”  



“Yes!”  

Andrius nodded and said, 
“Conrad, you must remember that this isn’t a trivial case. You can mobilize yo
ur subordinates to investigate, but don’t get involved personally.”  

“Alright. I’ll pay attention to it.”  

After that, the two exchanged pleasantries for a while.  

Conrad had military matters to attend to, so he did not linger.  

Andrius also left the Royal Gardens and prepared to grab a scooter to head to
 New Moon Corporation  

“Andrius!”  

Just then, Halle suddenly jumped out.  

She had watched Conrad and the others from a distance. Although she did no
t recognize the First War God, she could tell that the situation was out of the o
rdinary.  

Then, she connected the dots to how Andrius chased her away. Something m
ust have happened. Thus, Halle asked, “Did… something happen to you?” 
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Halle’s bright eyes stared at Andrius closely, trying to find some clues from his
 face.  

“Don’t approach me again in the future. I’m doing this for your own good.” And
rius got on the scooter and  

left.  

“Andrius! Damn it!” Looking at Andrius‘ distant back, Halle secretly 
vowed in her heart, “Hmph! You can’t get rid of me!”  



While she could not be an influential boss herself, she would not miss the cha
nce to be a big boss‘  

woman!  

Even if it was hard, she was not afraid of anything.  

When Andrius arrived at New Moon Corporation, he saw Fatty Frank and the 
others gathered together, discussing something passionately. Their spittle fle
w everywhere, and their faces were red with  

excitement.  

“What are you guys talking about?” Andrius casually asked.  

“Boss!”  

“Boss, you’re back!”  

“Boss, we’re talking about the Wolf King!”  

“Boss…”  

Everyone spoke up.  

Fatty Frank, who was already chatty, became even more excited when he sa
w Andrius. 
“Boss, have you heard? The Wolf King of the Lycantroops in the western regio
n has stepped down!”  

Andrius was the Wolf King, so of course, he knew.  

Thus, he nodded. “Yes.”  

“Boss, you knew too!” Fatty Frank said 
enthusiastically, “Then, do you know why the Wolf King stepped  

down?”  

Andrius was the Wolf King, so of course, he knew. However, he could not say 
it. Thus, he asked instead.” Why did he step down?”  



Fatty Frank shook his head but did not stop talking. “I don’t know the specific r
eason, but there are several versions circulating online. Each version has its o
wn supporters.  

“Some say the Wolf King was too ambitious and was disloyal, so the Emperor 
dismissed him.  

“Some say the Wolf King 
used his power and not only attacked the other Warzone Masters but also disr
espected the Emperor, so he was jointly impeached and eventually stepped d
own.  

“Some even say that the Wolf King committed crimes like killing and annihilati
ng families and was finally removed by the emperor  

“There are also others who say…”  

Andrius never expected that things would escalate to this point after just one 
night of returning from Kiyoto. It was clear that someone was deliberately exa
ggerating the matter from the shadows.  

As for the instigators…  

Andrius could guess even if he thought with his feet.  

Fatty Frank asked, “What do you think about this, Boss?”  

Andrius smiled coldly. “Time will reveal the answer.”  

Fatty Frank nodded in understanding.  

The boss was the boss. His words made sense  

Just then, Angel walked into the office. She saw Andrius and came over to as
k, “Boss, do you know why Ms. Crestfall didn’t come to work today?”  

Andrius was momentarily stunned.  

In his impression, Luna was definitely a workaholic. Usually, when he just got 
up, she would have already left and started work at New Moon Corporation.  

However, she was not there today?  



That was very strange.  

Just as Andrius was wondering, Sonia called.  

Fatty Frank, Angel, and the others gathered around.  

“Is it from Ms. Crestfall?”  

“Is it Ms. Crestfall?”  

“Boss…”  

Andrius glared at them, and they immediately dispersed, not daring to approa
ch again. He walked 
outside to a place with no one around, then pressed the “answer” button.  

“Mr. Moonshade, Ms. Crestfall just came to Celestial Enterprise and told me 
that she wants to meet you. What do you think?”  

It turned out that the girl had gone over there.  

Andrius said directly. “No.”  

“Okay” On the other end of the phone, Sonia hesitated for a moment but finall
y asked, “Mr. Moonshade. why did you step down?”  

Sonia had also heard about Andrius stepping down as the Wolf King. 
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However, in her opinion, whether Andrius was the Wolf King or not would still 
not affect her family and her attitude.  

After all, Andrius‘ skill was evident. He had also saved the Timberlands.  

Based on that alone, the Timberland family would never leave Andrius‘ side. 
Only a true supporter would stay when things looked bleak. Now was the time 
to prove themselves.  



“Don’t 
think too much, Ms. Timberland. I only stepped down temporarily. You just ha
ve to take care of Celestial Enterprise.”  

Sonia was instantly much more relieved.  

Stepping down temporarily…  

It meant that he would eventually return.  

Yes.  

Andrius was an outstanding 
person rarely seen in Florence. If he did not continue as the Wolf King, it woul
d undoubtedly be a great loss to Florence.  

He hung up the phone and returned to his office.  

Fatty Frank and the others immediately surrounded him.  

“What did she say, Boss?”  

“Just focus on your work. Don’t lose your discipline just because Ms. Crestfall 
isn’t here,” Andrius said and returned to his seat.  

The group of people went back to their respective positions listlessly.  

Ding–dong.  

Not long after, Andrius received an e–
mail. It was from Conrad, the First War God, sent through a special channel.  

Andrius immediately opened his eyes.  

The contents of the email was very long. Andrius‘ eyes narrowed slightly.  

“Andrius, I’ve found some clues regarding the tragedy you asked me to investi
gate…  

“It’s rumored that back then, the Klein family possessed a breathing technique
 passed down from ancient  

times.  



“By practicing that secret technique, one could strengthen their muscles and b
ones, extend their lifespan, and after practicing it to a certain extent, even gre
atly improve their life essence. They’ll become impervious to heat and cold, fe
arless against wind and fire, and capable of flying 
above the ground. They’ll be invincible with the powers of a god!  

“It’s precisely because of the existence of this technique that the Kleins have a
lways been coveted by others  

“As a result, that tragedy occurred. A massive fire that lasted for three days an
d nights burned down the entire Klein residence, but strangely, the skeletal re
mains of the descendants were all preserved and not  

burned to ashes.  

“Therefore, everyone speculated that the descendants had cultivated that mys
tical technique to some  

extent, which allowed them to withstand the fire.  

“Then, everyone became extremely interested in their remains, thinking that t
hey hold some clues to the secret technique.  

“That is also why so many people went crazy when the 
organizers of the Grand Medicinal Competition announced that the top prize w
ould be one of those remains.  

A photo was attached at the end of the email.  

Below the photo was a sentence: “It’s said that a jade pendant like this was al
so found at the scene that year.”  

Andrius looked 
at the jade pendant in the photo and instantly felt his heart rate pick up.  

He subconsciously took out the half of the jade pendant that was used as a to
ken for his date with Luna. He compared it with the photo and found that it wa
s the exact same one!  

Could the tragedy of the Kleins have something to do with him?  



Also, why was Old Hagstorm interested in the Klein family’s remains? He kne
w about the jade pendant that Andrius owned, but did he also know about 
the jade pendant in the photo?  

What was the connection?  

Andrius thought for a moment but could not figure it out.  

However, what he could be sure of was that there must be a major secret hidd
en beneath the mysterious surface of this matter. It must be an important secr
et that could astonish anyone.  

“Conrad, continue investigating for me,” Andrius replied to the email.  

Conrad should have been waiting, because he responded within seconds, “An
drius, I might not be able to do much more in this matter. Kiyoto has just notic
ed my actions and has started to monitor me.”  

Andrius narrowed his eyes slightly upon seeing the news.  

Registus was really formidable. He cut off this path as well.  

Soon, Andrius received another 
message. “However, I once led soldiers to besiege an intelligence organizatio
n called the Hawkeye Group. After capturing the leader, Black Hawk, I obtaine
d the Blackhawk Emblem.  

“With this emblem, I can command the entire intelligence organization. The H
awkeye Group was famous in the past. They could gather details of all sorts of
 secret information, such as the private lives of politicians in powerful countrie
s.  

“Even though I killed Black Hawk, the Hawkeye Group is still operating. They 
moved their headquarters but are still under my surveillance.  

“As long as you control the Hawkeye Group, you’ll be able to access a lot of th
e information you want to know, including top–
secret information unknown to the military.  

“Maybe they’ll be able to help regarding this case with the Kleins of Kiyoto.” 
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Andrius instantly felt excited upon reading the reply.  

The Lycantroops were good at fighting.  

However, when it came to gathering information, they were not as skilled. Mos
t of their information came from satellite monitoring or the intelligence system t
hat was already in place.  

Now that he had stepped down as the Wolf King, the intelligence system belo
nged to the Second War God, which made things even more troublesome. It 
would indeed save him a lot of trouble if he could have his own intelligence or
ganization.  

Just as Andrius was thinking, Conrad sent another message. “Andrius, I’ll hav
e someone hand the Blackhawk Emblem over to you. You can handle it yours
elf.”  

“Thanks for this, Conrad.”  

Andrius was grateful. He replied to Conrad and closed his email.  

Clack!  

With the crisp sound of high heels, Luna arrived at the door of Team Five’s offi
ce.  

Her expression looked 
unpleasant, and she shouted from the door without entering, “Andrius, come t
o my office!”  

Then, she stormed away.  

The members of Team Five looked at each other in confusion.  

“Boss, it might be that time of the month for Ms. Crestfall. You must 
be careful!” Fatty Frank glanced outside sneakily and reminded kindly.  

“Pfft…”  

Angel could not help but laugh.  



Andrius ignored them and went straight to Luna’s office.  

“Why didn’t you come back last night?” Luna’s face was pale. When she saw 
Andrius enter, she immediately interrogated him. “Do you have a problem just 
because I met the Wolf King yesterday, so you’re picking a fight with me?”  

Andrius was instantly bewildered and had no energy to retort.  

What did that have to do with anything?  

Did this woman forget to take her meds?  

However, it was better to have lesser problems, so Andrius remained silent.  

Luna was already in a bad mood after 
hearing that the Wolf King stepped down. Then, she was rejected when 
she went up to find him, which made her even more frustrated. There was a fi
re building inside her  

Now, Andrius 
was acting this way with her. He was simply adding fire to the fuel and makin
g matters  

worse!  

Luna’s face was covered with frost, and she said coldly, “Andrius Moonshade,
 haven’t I made it clear  

enough?  

“You and I are from different 
worlds. Our paths just happened to cross a little because of my grandfather,  
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but don’t have any fantasies. It’s impossible between us. There’s no way we’ll 
end up together.  

“However, before we get divorced, we have to maintain appearances. Do you 
understand?”  

Andrius did not expect this woman to imagine so many scenarios and was m
omentarily speechless.  



“Yes. I just didn’t come back in time because I had something to do. Also…” A
ndrius thought about the Hawkeye Group and continued, “I still have some thi
ngs to take care of in the next few days. I’ll take two more days off.”  

“What do you need to do?” Luna glanced at Andrius in displeasure.  

However, although that was what she said, she reached into her bag and took
 out a bank card. “There’s a hundred thousand in that card. It’s necessary to b
ring some money with you when you go out. It’ll make things more convenient.
”  

Then, she stuffed the card into Andrius‘ hand. “You can go now.  

Andrius took the card and returned to Team Five.  

Luna, on the other hand, sent an urgent message to the upper management o
f 
New Moon Corporation Everyone, come to the conference room this afternoo
n to discuss the tender for the prescriptions for the Medical Society.”  

In a certain office, after receiving Luna’s message, Collin Crestfall immediately
 called Dick and said excitedly. “Dad, Luna is calling a meeting this afternoon t
o finalize the prescription. What do you think?”  

This tender was no small matter.  

If New Moon Corporation’s prescription was selected, they were bound to thriv
e in the pharmaceutical industry for the next few years and make a handsome
 profit.  

The prescription was the key.  

If they were the ones who came up with New Moon Corporation’s prescription,
 the person with the most say in the project would be them. 
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How to set the price, how much profit, how it would be split….  



It would be enough for them to make a fortune.  

Therefore, when they learned that New Moon Corporation was going to bid for
 the 
Medical Society’s project, they had already begun plotting. They used all their 
resources to find various legendary 
doctors and experts to obtain prescriptions.  

Now, it was time for the final decision.  

Dick narrowed his eyes slightly and asked, “Is your prescription reliable?”  

“Don’t worry, Dad!” Collin patted his chest confidently and said, “I spent 800,0
00 buying this prescription from a witch doctor who also attended the Grand M
edicinal Competition 20 years ago! There won’t be a  

problem!”  

“Good!” A glimmer of 
light flashed in Dick’s eyes. “Then, let’s proceed according to the plan at this a
fternoon’s meeting!”  

He hung up the phone.  

Although they were in different locations, their smiles rose in unison.  

In the afternoon, New Moon Corporation’s meeting was ready to start.  

Luna looked at the many executives. “The tender for the Medical Society’s pro
ject is just around the corner. We must prepare the prescription we’re submitti
ng for the tender as soon as possible, so…”  

Just as Luna was about to take out the prescription that the Wolf King gave he
r, Collin suddenly raised his  

hand.  

Luna did not know 
what he was planning to do and frowned slightly. However, she asked patientl
y, “Do you have something to say regarding this matter, Collin?”  



“Ms. Crestfall, I happened to come across a prescription.” Collin took out the p
rescription and said confidently. “This prescription came from an expert. New 
Moon Corporation will very likely win if we use this as our submission.”  

He prepared a prescription?  

Luna was not the only one confused.  

The other executives that saw this began to whisper.  

Seeing this, Luna could only say, “Since you’re that confident, let the experts 
of the pharmaceutical research department appraise it.”  

“No problem!” Collin answered very readily because 
he was full of confidence.  

Thus, Luna called in a team of experts.  

The team was meticulous and swiftly identified the prescription, then took the r
esults to the large conference room.  

“Ms. Crestfall, although this prescription is good, there are still some minor fla
ws. Mr. Barlowe, an expert explained, “Moreover, I don’t know if it’s because t
he main component is insufficient or if there are other reasons, but the efficac
y of the medicine may be slightly lower than stated on the prescription.  

“Ten pills may only reach the effectiveness of eight pills.”  

Luna nodded and said, “Okay. Thank you, Mr. Barlowe.”  

The expert team expressed that there was no need for thanks.  

Luna said to the executives, “You’ve all heard what Mr. Barlowe said. This pre
scription…”  

“Wait!” Just when Luna was about to announce the results, Dick interrupted h
er and said with a smile,” Isn’t it better to sell more at a lower cost and let Ne
w Moon Corporation profit more? Don’t you agree. Luna?”  

Luna was infuriated by his shallow–
mindedness. “How many times have I said this? Address me by my title when 
we’re at work!”  



She said with a straight face, 
“Also, that approach will only damage New Moon Corporation’s reputation I do
n’t agree with it.”  

Dick and Collin’s expressions darkened at the same time. They 
had prepared for so long and spent several hundreds of thousands but were r
ejected…  

Collin said with a sullen face, “Ms. Crestfall, since you say my prescription isn’
t good, then you should come up with a better prescription.”  

Dick also sneered. “That’s right. How long has it been since the Medical Socie
ty released the news? Where will you find a perfect prescription that can defini
tely win the bid for the project?  

“This prescription is already good enough…”  

Smack!  

Luna could not be bothered to listen to their nonsense and directly took out th
e prescription that the Wolf King gave her. 
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The rules were the same.  

Professor Barlowe immediately picked up the prescription and looked at it.  

At a glance, he was stunned on 
the spot. He even took off his glasses and brought the prescription closer to hi
s face.  

Seeing his serious expression, the other experts immediately crowded around
.  

Then, everyone had the same reaction.  

“Hiss…”  

“Who gave you this prescription? It’s amazing.”  



“Yes, I didn’t know that a prescription like this could exist. What an eye–
opener!”  

“This prescription is amazing. Even if we don’t win the tender for the Medical 
Society’s project, we can still make a lot of money by producing it ourselves!”  

“This 
is amazing, Ms. Crestfall. I strongly suggest that you scout the person who wr
ote this prescription. If that happens, the strength of our pharmaceutical depar
tment will be greatly improved!”  

Luna’s lips curled in a smile when she saw how confident the experts were.  

However, it soon became bitter. It was impossible to scout the person who ga
ve her the prescription.  

He was the Wolf King. How was she supposed to scout him?  

Besides, he had already stepped down!  

“Is it that amazing?” Collin snorted coldly. “You experts haven’t even conducte
d an experiment yet. How can you be sure that this prescription is amazing? G
et the test data before talking!”  

Dick also said unhappily, “That’s right! Speak with data you get from actual tes
ts.”  

It had to be said that Dick and Collin were the most stubborn out of all the exe
cutives.  

However, that was fine. Professor Barlowe and the other experts were also cu
rious about the  

effectiveness of the medicine. Thus, they decided to conduct another test.  

Half an hour later, Professor Barlowe returned to the conference room with th
e data. Shock was written on his face. 
“Ms. Crestfall, I can unilaterally announce that if this prescription appears at th
e Medical Society, it will definitely win the first price.”  

As soon as that statement was spoken, the executives in the conference room
 were all surprised.  



Only Dick and Collin instantly appeared displeased.  

“Look. This is the data” Professor Barlowe placed the experiment data on the l
ong table. “According to the relevant regulations, as long as the indicator reac
hes 85%, it can be considered qualified. If it reaches 90%, it’s considered exc
ellent  

“As for this prescription… The experimental data reached an astonishing 98
%. This is absolutely unprecedented and groundbreaking!”  

Professor Barlowe gave it a very high evaluation.  

“Then, what are we waiting for?”  

“Ms. Crestfall, just use this prescription for the tender!”  

“Since the results are out, there’s nothing else to say. I also agree to use this 
prescription for the bid!”  

“Ms. Crestfall, it’s settled!”  

The executives responded in succession, all voicing their support.  

Only Dick and Collin had dark expressions. They could not object even if they 
wanted to.  

Luna made the final decision. “Okay, then it’s settled Professor Barlowe, I’ll le
ave the prescription with you for now. Study it more before the tender starts.”  

“Yes, Ms. Crestfall.”  

As the dust settled, the meeting ended there.  

The crowd gradually left.  

“Damn it!”  

When Collin returned to his office, he 
could not hold back anymore and punched the wall in a rage, causing a dull th
ump.  

“Dad, what should we do now?”  



Dick was sullen, and a cold light flashed in his eyes. “The Old Master said that
 whoever comes up with the prescription will be responsible for the project. Ne
w Moon Corporation has been controlled by Luna for a long time. This prescri
ption is our only chance to turn the tide.  

“If she wins this 
project as well, then we won’t have a chance again in the future.”  

Collin knew that too 
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He said with a bitter face, “Dad, you heard what Professor Barlowe and the ot
hers said. The prescription that Luna took out is sure to win. We can’t come u
p with a better one at all. What else can we do?”  

“There’s one way!” Dick’s face became extremely gloomy. “We’ll secretly tell 
Hydra Pharmaceuticals the prescription and ask them to submit their bid with i
t. That way, not only will we get benefits from Hydra Pharmaceuticals, but Lun
a will also be ruined!”  

Collin’s eyes flashed. “That’s a great idea!”  

Hydra Pharmaceuticals was originally the largest pharmaceutical company in t
he capital and had recently opened a new branch in Sumeria. They were the b
iggest competitor in the Medical Society project.  

If he gave them the prescription, Luna would naturally be regarded as the thief
.  

At that time…  

Not only would the project be ruined, but Luna might also 
be implicated. It was truly a vicious trap.  

“Dad, let’s do it now before it’s too late.”  

“Okay!”  



They quickly found Professor Barlowe, used their identity as members of the 
Crestfalls to take a picture of the prescription, and left the company secretly.  

At Hydra Pharmaceuticals, Dick found Timothy Kerr, the president of Hydra P
harmaceuticals. He went straight to the point and said, “Mr. Kerr, I believe you
 should understand why we came here today.”  

“You guys…” Timothy looked at the two men and said with suspicion, “You 
want to give me a prescription to bid for the Medical Society project?”  

It was natural for him to be doubtful.  

First of all, Dick and Collin were from the Crestfalls, and both of them worked i
n New Moon Corporation  

Secondly, New Moon Corporation was also participating in the tender.  

“Yes!” Dick said confidently, “We’re at odds with that girl, Luna. Otherwise, we
 wouldn’t have made this decision. I’m not afraid to tell you that 
New Moon Corporation’s prescription is a sure–win for the bid.”  

Timothy was skeptical.  

However, since Dick was already here, he might as well 
have a look. “Then… Did you bring the prescription with you?”  

Dick gave Collin a look.  

Collin took out the picture he took.  

Timothy glanced at the experts beside him.  

After the experts saw it, their expressions all changed.  

Some were wild with joy.  

Some were deep in thought.  

Some were incredulous.  

It was obvious that they were all shocked by the contents of the prescription.  
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“Mr. Kerr, let us give it a try!”  

Soon, the team of experts went to the laboratory to try it out.  

Not long after, they came out. 
“Mr. Kerr, this prescription is priceless. It’s indeed many times better than our 
previous prescription.”  

Timothy was lost in thought.  

If Luna used this prescription to submit her bid, he would not stand a chance. 
However, now that he had this prescription, and Luna did not know about it, 
he could start planning.  

When the time came….  

Not only would he win the project, but he could also severely deal New Moon 
Corporation a blow.  

“Thank you for your generosity, Mr. Crestfall.” Timothy sincerely despised peo
ple who sell out their own. families for the sake 
of benefits, but since he was the one profiting, he was naturally happy. 
“If my company wins this project, I’m willing to reward you with 50 million!”  

50 million!  

Dick and Collin looked at each other, almost smiling ear–to–ear. 
“Thank you, Mr. Kerr! Thank you!”  

The two men left Hydra Pharmaceuticals with a smile.  

However, Luna remained unaware that the prescription for the tender had bee
n leaked and thought that everything was proceeding smoothly.  

After work, Andrius went to Noir’s garage.  

“Andy, you’re here!” Noir took out a parcel and handed it to Andrius. “This was
 sent by the First War God. He told me to give it to you.”  



Andrius looked at it and saw that it was a hawk–
shaped emblem made out of an unknown material. It was the Blackhawk Embl
em that Conrad mentioned!  

In addition, there was also a folded map.  

Andrius opened the map, took a look, and immediately ordered, “Noir, get rea
dy. We’re going there right away.” 
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Andrius opened the map and studied it.  

The 
Hawkeye Group was located deep in Tercel Mountain on the edge of the Sout
hern Warzone, near the  

border.  

Conrad really lived up to his title as the First War God.  

The map not only contained the location of the organization but also marked t
he important figures within the organization, their usual means of transport, an
d the traps and 
obstacles he encountered during his previous suppression and siege.  

It even explained how to use the Blackhawk Emblem.  

There was no detail overlooked.  

A few hours later, Andrius arrived at Tercel Mountain.  

He took out the Blackhawk Emblem and contacted an intelligence officer of th
e Hawkeye Group following Conrad’s instructions.  

After a few minutes, a large group of people came down from the mountain.  



They were all dressed in black outfits that let them move around in the night 
with hawk–
shaped masks covering their faces. Only their mouths and eyes were visible, 
making it impossible to recognize who they  

were.  

The chest of their clothes was embroidered with hawk–
shaped accessories, distinguished by their gold. silver, or 
bronze color. It represented their different positions within the organization.  

After approaching, the leader with a gold accessory suddenly said something 
puzzling. “The Black Hawk  

says…”  

Andrius knew that it was the secret code of the Hawkeye Group.  

He immediately took out the Blackhawk Emblem and said, “A hundred hawks l
ie in wait!”  

As soon as he said that, he noticed that the tension on the faces of these peo
ple eased significantly.  

Some even let out a long sigh of relief.  

“Hawk King!”  

“Shadow Leader!”  

“The leader has finally returned!”  

“Hawk King…”  

The group of people surrounded Andrius and led him in.  

Of course, there were people speculating and probing as they went, trying to d
etermine Andrius identity  

However, as the Wolf King. Andrius had infiltrated countless enemy organizati
ons before. He handled the situation smoothly without any flaws.  

Those people gradually let their guard down.  



As soon as he entered the Hawkeye Group’s headquarters, a team member r
ecognized Andrius and shouted, “Captain Condor, that’s not our leader, Black
 Hawk. That’s the Wolf King, the commander of the Lycantroops from the west
ern region!”  
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The Wolf King!  

That title immediately caused everyone’s expression to change.  

Swoosh!  

Whoosh!  

Click, click, click!  

As soon as those words were spoken, everyone became vigilant and stared at
 Andrius.  

The people near Andrius were ready to shoot him on the spot. As soon as he 
showed the slightest flaw in his response, they would shoot him dead.  

Andrius did not expect someone to recognize him here. However, since he da
red to come here, he had naturally made full preparations. He did not feel pani
cked at all.  

“That’s right. I’m Andrius Moonshade.” Andrius curled his mouth slightly. 
“However, I have the Blackhawk Emblem in my hand, so I’m the current leade
r of the Hawkeye Group!”  

When he said this, he held the Blackhawk Emblem high.  

The expressions of the members changed.  

That was right.  

According 
to the teachings of the Hawkeye Group, the emblem was a symbol. Whoever 
held the Blackhawk Emblem was undoubtedly the rightful leader of the Hawke
ye Group.  



Captain Condor sneered. “Andrius, if you weren’t the Wolf King of Florence, w
e would have no problem accepting you as our leader.  

“However, you’re the Wolf King 
of Florence. Our last leader died at the hands of the people of Florence and w
as taken away…  

“Hatred seeps into our souls. It’s a humiliation that’s engraved 
in our bones! Do you think we’ll accept you as our leader?  

“Men, tie him up!” Captain Condor bellowed, and someone 
immediately stepped forward to tie Andrius up with a special iron rope.  

Seeing Andrius tied up and immobile, Captain Condor said sinisterly, “I never 
expected that the Hawkeye Group would receive such a big gift after our repe
ated losses. The world is fair, after all!”  

“Nine! Send a message to the Florencian officials immediately, saying that we 
have captured the Wolf King. Let them choose a time 
and place. We’ll exchange him with our leader!”  

Captain Condor wanted to use Andrius as a hostage.  

“Hahaha…” Andrius suddenly laughed after hearing this. 

 


